The most common method of brewing coffee
If it's too hot out, many drinks can be ordered __
Slang term for coffee
Coffee with no milk or sugar added
Many coffee shops have frequent buyer punch __
Steamed milk, espresso and a flavor, if you like
Steamed milk, espresso and chocolate
The number of __ of espresso in a drink depends on the size
Espresso machines use a __ to make the needed steam
If you are hungry you can sometimes order a sandwich or __
Term for the person who is trained to make espresso drinks
__ is a popular flavor on its own, with chocolate, or swirled on top
Many coffee shops have comfortable chairs and __ to relax in
Coffee beans are __ to provide the coffee's rich flavor
If you have dairy allergies you can usually order __ __
Milk is __ to make it thick and foamy
Probably the most popular flavoring along with hazelnut
"Soft" or "hard" beans refer to the __ at which they are grown
The ingredient in coffee that perks you up
Some blended drinks use __ __ rather than just ice
Some coffee shops now offer wireless __ computer connections
Coffee is grown in __ regions with ample sunshine
Espresso with hot water
A __ is espresso with a spoonful of thick foam on top
Coffee shops are a great place to gather and __
What is hot chocolate without __ __ on top?
One third espresso, one third steamed milk and one third foam
If it's getting late, you might want to choose a __ drink
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